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In his Path to Better Golf, Peter Croker sets out to completely change the way golfers learn to swing

the club. He begins by stripping away all the misinformation that golfers have picked up while trying

to improve their game. Then he introduces his Push action movement designed to help create a

more natural and coordinated swing. The Push Action Swing requires very little practice to perfect

and allows golfers to hit the ball more powerfully and accurately with less stress on the back.Croker

demonstrates that like hockey and baseball, golf is a hitting game. At the basic level, you need to

learn how to hit the ball instead of relying on a technique to do it for you.
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Most golf instruction is like chiropractic. The "instructor" moves your body into unnatural positions

and tells you that "everything is going to be better". Nothing gets better, but you give them

money.Mr. Croker's method is different. I would suggest first reading the chapter that explains why

all of the truisms of "regular" instruction are wrong.This book will be particularly welcome for those

golfers who used to be able to play but have lost their swings. This book will take you back to the

way you swung "naturally", and better, as a kid. Back to the days when you just hit the

ball.Professional athletes seem to like to convince you that what they are doing is rocket science

and a profound mental exercise. Probably makes them feel smarter. This book tells you that the

correct way to think about hitting a golf ball is simple. Some will be better able to do it than others as

they have more natural ability, but complicated techniques are ultimately silly.I understand Mr.

Croker is a very nice man. He is also a very smart one.



For me this was an excellent coverage as I have long believed the golf swing is controlled best by

the use of the hands. Slightly different approach than PGA but definetly works for me. The whole

system lines up with my self taught thoughts and gives excellent results for me. Also gets rid of

those 1000's of swing thoughts that get to be totally confusing

Great book very easy to understand what Peter is teaching. Good pictures to illustrate the swing.

Very pleased with book

Peter Croker's swing technique improved my ball striking.It's a simple concept that gives results. I

would recommendthis book to any struggling golfer.

One of my favorite books from the master.

I bought this book in 1994 when it was titled Natural Golf "The Hit." I understand the title had to be

changed do to the fact the Moe Norman method had the patent on the name "Natural Golf." This is

without a doubt one of the best books written on the subject of golf swing technique. I say, one of

the best, because it may or may not be the technique for you. Personally, I've never been able to

make what would be deemed the traditional golf swing work...ever. By traditional, that would be a

method of pulling through the shot. As Mr. Croker states, any instruction that teaches "your body"

begins the downswing is teaching pulling. His method of pushing through the shot from a quiet body

is reveloutionary. If you're struggling with obtaining a golf swing that repeats itself, this book is

definitely worth the read. Everything he states in this book makes total sense to me. Mr. Croker also

states, he's not advocating that this is THE method of hitting a golf ball, but rather a simplistic

method that anyone can obtain.Does it work, yes. Does this swing look different from a traditional

swing, absolutely not, your golfing buddies would never know the difference.

I found the idea certainly novel but as I read along it became to simplistic to cure all bad golf swings.

Not very helpful to me at all.
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